
Spraying a topcoat-lacquer but works for others

Spraying wood topcoats.

The biggest problem with spraying wood finishes, or for that matter any spray on finish, is that too much of the finish is 

sprayed on in a single pass. Really an issue with rattle cans. Also really an issue with American Males since most of em believe 

that if a little is good a lot is better.

You should have either a triangle from where the string is tied to each buttplate screw or maybe parallel lines or whatever 

depending on how you fastened the stock to whatever you are hanging it from

What you want to do is get a “MIST” coat on for each coat. Like just a fog that at first you can hardly see on the stock. Just 

enough to make the finish wet looking. My procedure for this is as follows:

Hold the spray unit about 8-10 inches from the piece, you start to spray about 6 inches above the top of the piece and

you quit about 6 inches below the piece. THIS IS CRITICAL! You gotta start before the piece and end after the 
piece. ONE pass!!!

YOU SPRAY WITH YOUR ARM, NOT YOUR WRIST. LOCK YOUR WRIST AND MOVE YOUR ARM UP AND DOWN OVER 

THE SUBSTRATE AND TRY TO KEEP THE SAME DISTANCE

My protocol is 1 second per foot of substrate. Before you start spraying, you might want to go up or down the stock holding the 

spray unit in your hand and, assuming the stock is like 36” with the 6” above and below, you start to move the spray unit and 

count one thousand one, one thousand two and one thousand three and you should be 6 inches below the stock. 

Spray with that timing protocol. Light coat!

Might want to try a coat on a piece of scrap wood just get a feel for it. Remember less is better when you are spraying.
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Using the string on the top, turn the stock 90 degrees and do the same spraying protocol. If the first coat was top to bottom 

then do the other areas of the stock the same way. Ie” top to bottom.

Turn another 90 same thing, another 90 same thing and then QUIT!

Again very very light coat!!!

Wait 20 minutes at least or if the instructions say 30 then wait 30. This will allow the lacquer to harden albeit it won’t be cured.

After the “hardening” of the lacquer then do another “set” of coats as the first but this time in reverse from coat 1. If you went
top to bottom on coat 1 then go bottom to top on coat 2. Again light coat.

Wait the amount of time for it to dry and then do the same thing for a third coat and again reverse the spray direction. Again 

light coat.

Bag it for 24 hours or overnight at least.

I consider the 3 mist coats as 1 topcoat.

I do not sand between the mist coats. Lacquer will amalgamate into itself and there is no need to sand.

Next day check out what you have. Should be spots of shiny and spots of not so shiny and maybe spots of no shine. Don’t 

worry.

If you have a glob or something you can gently sand it out with DRY repeat DRY automotive set dry sandpaper like 600 grit. I 

don’t normally mess with that stuff as the lacquer will amalgamate in and level out but I have been doing this for a long time 

so my “globs” are not that often. DO NOT REPEAT DO NOT wipe off the stock with anything other than a dry old T-

shirt if you do sand. You do not want to introduce any chemical into the topcoat. Especially no tack rags. The 
silicone will screw up any topcoat not just lacquer. NO DAMP RAGS or anything like that.

Day 2, repeat the 3 step process. This time, assuming you can remember which away you were going on the last coat of the 

previous day, reverse the spray direction. Same protocol. I then consider that I have two full coats on the piece.

Wait over night.

Day 3. You should have a fairly decent idea on how far away, timing etc. and now is the time to correct any blemishes due to 

spraying. If needed then DRY sand lightly, wipe of with a dry T-Shirt, blow off any dust if you are concerned on that (SEE

ABOVE) then do the last 3 coats, again reversing the direction. I consider that 3 full coats and after that you are not gonna 

get much. 3 full coats are actually 9 mist coats.

The 3 full coats often is all you will need BUT THAT IS NOT the eleventh commandment. Only you can determine if 

the results after the 3rd full coat is what you want. Put on more full coats if not and check after each full coat until you feel no 

more are wanted.

If you do have to sand a “Glob” or a run should look something like this:
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noremf(George) 
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